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Kennedy space center weather report

Sun moderate rain Sunday, temperatures as tall as 23 ° C74 ° F, low temperature around 21 ° C70 ° F, rain chance 88%, wind outside ESE 30 km / h19 mph. High 83 ° F Low 65 ° F Wind 10mph Day Precipitation: 50% Night: 40% Sunrise 6:56 Sunset 7:49 PM Abstract Daya Light Chance of Showers, then a chance of showers and storms after midday.
Clear nocturns, low around 64. Winds at 10 to 20 mph. SSE winds at 5 to 10 mph.partly cloudy early. SSW winds in 5 to 10 mph.moonrise5: 37 CÃ © US Amsunny. The chance of showers and storms before 11pm, then a small chance of showers between 11am and 2 in the morning. Mon Moderate Rain Monday, temperatures as tall as 28 ° C82 ° F, low
temperature around 20 ° C68 ° F, rain chance 89%, wind out of the 17 km / h10 mph. In integrating our hyper-local meteorological data with intelligent domestic intelligent devices, we are deliberating the vision of predictive energy efficiency to the owners and companies of public services. Thursday night ... partially cloudy with a small chance of
showers and storms. Chance of rain 70%. Barometric pressure 1022 MB30.18 in, visibility 10 km6 mi, moisture 57%, iving UV 1. high around 80F. Monday ... Sunny. Chi cloudy Thursday, temperatures as tall as 24 ° C76 ° F, low temperature around 20 ° C68 ° F, wind off the ENE 29 km / h18 mph. Nne winds at 10 to 15 mph.clear. Light chance of
shower all night. Night a chance of 10% showers and storms before 8pm. Winds ENE in 15 to 25 mph. A few clouds. Please wait ... Low in the 1960s. New first quantities of less than one inch, except higher values in storms. Sunny Sunday. Chance of showers and storms before midnight, then a small chance of showers. Windy, A north wind 15 to 20
mph, with busks as high as 30 mph. Barometric pressure 1016 MB30 in, visibility 8 km5 mi, humidity 80%. SSW winds at 5 to 10 mph. Chance of precipitation is 30%. Calm wind becoming About 5 mph after midnight. Spread storms developing in the afternoon. Breezy. Low 68F. Barometric pressure 1023 MB30.21 in, visibility 10 km6 mi, moisture
58%, UV ndice 5. WSW winds in 5 to 10 mph.moonrise6: 07 Sunny Skies. Winds ENE in 10 to 20 mph.moonrise12: 31 Amparly cloudy. Barometric pressure 1017 MB30.03 in, visibility 10 km6 mi, moisture 77%, inex UV 10. The maximum heat (A.k.a. 'temperature of the air direction'), which calculates the temperature value influenced by humidity in
the air, is estimated in a hot 88.7 ° F (31.5 ° C). 68 ° F 30.01inbaromément 91% North Humidity 0.0mphwind Fair Kennedy Space Center, Lat Flour: 28.59N, Lon: 80.66w Clear Temp: 68 ° F today ... partially sunny. Our Appsober USContactCareersPWS Networkwandermapfeedback & SopeterMs Of UsePrivacy PolicyAccessibility
InnectionAdchoicesData Sellers Note: Our 7 Day Kennedy Space Center forecast is our most reliably and specific forecast. Lows around 70. SSE winds at 5 to 10 mph.partly cloudy. SSW winds at 5 to 10 mph.moonrise4: 34 with sunny sky. Alto 77F. Saturday night ... Of course. Chance of rain 20 percent. Winds ENE in 10 to 20 mph. A few clouds from
time to time. Rain chance 50% .NoonRise9: 04 Cloudy pmbecoming with casual rain in the afternoon. Mainly sunny, with a high almost 82. Possibility of precipitation is 70%. SSE winds at 5 to 10 mph.moonrise3: 59 Amparly cloudy. Not so hot. Nightpartly cloudy, with low about 66. Possibility of rain 30%. CÃ © U with some passing clouds.
Barometric pressure 1017 MB30.03 in, visibility 9 km6 mi, moisture 84%. Thursday Thursday, temperatures as tall as 25 ° C77 ° F, low temperature around 14 ° C57 ° F, wind out of w 25 km / h15 mph. Southwest winds 10 to 15 mph. Low in the 1970s. NE winds in 10 to 20 mph.moonrise11: 23 pmintervals of clouds and sun. SSW winds in 5 to 10 07
Sunny Skies. Windy, with a wind of the northeast East 15 to 20 mph, mph, Billets as tall as 25 mph. Southern winds 10 to 15 mph. Winds at 10 to 15 mph. A few clouds. Southwest winds 15 to 20 mph. Saturday ... mostly sunny. For more than 20 years, land networks operated the largest and most comprehensive meteorological observation, the
detection of rays and climatic networks. Barometric pressure 1019 MB30.09 in, visibility 10 km6 mi, humidity 67%. High 83F. Day: 10% | Night: 10% day of precipitation a 10% chance of showers and storms after 5pm. Saturday for the possible work, temperatures as tall as 25 ° C78 ° F, low temperature around 22 ° C72 ° F, rain chance 71%, wind off
and 27 km / H17 mph. Partially sunny, with a high almost 83. Barroom pressure 1011 MB29.85 in, visibility 10 km6 mi, moisture 55%, UV 6. High 73F. A shower or storm is possible. Low 64f. Wed Sunny Wednesday, temperatures as tall as 23 ° C73 ° F, low temperature around 14 ° C57 ° F, wind off WNW 25 km / h15 mph. Chance of precipitation is
40%. Winds and 10 to 15 mph.moonrise2: 30 Amsunshine and mixed clouds. High in the mid-1970s. High 82 ° F Low 63 ° F Wind 5mph Quiet Precipitation Day: 70% Night: 30% Sunrise 6:55 AM Sun Pan 7:50 PM Abstract DaysHowers Probably and possibly a storm. High 77 ° F Low 66 ° F Wind 20mph ne precipitation day: 0% Night: 0% Sunrise 6:53
Sunset 7:51 pm Abstract Daysunny, with a high next 77. Southeast wind around 5 MPH becoming calm at night. Bass around 65F. Barometric pressure 1014 MB29.94 in, visibility 10 km6 mi, moisture 83%. Winds ENE in 10 to 20 mph.sunshine and mixed clouds. High 76F. Barometric Pressure 1015 MB29.97 in, Visibility 9 km6 mi, moisture 81%.
South wind around 5 mph. Forecast of more than 7 days ahead is challenging. High 82F. Low 69F. Fine winds in 10 to 20 mph. A few clouds. Sunday night ... Of course. Winds n to 15 25 mph.a mainly clear. Winds are in 10 to 15 mph. Thursday ... partly cloudy. W changing winds for if at 10 to 15 mph.mainly mph.mainly Windy. South Winds 5 to 10
mph. Friday night ... partially cloudy. Mainly cloudy, with a bass around 65. Southeastern winds of 15 to 20 mph becoming south from 20 to 25 mph in the afternoon. Sol heavy rain Sunday, temperatures as tall as 28 ° C82 ° F, low temperature around 20 ° C67 ° F, rain chance 84%, wind off if 21 km / h13 mph. Rent around a quarter of an inch. A few
clouds from time to time. WNW winds at 5 to 10 mph.a mainly clear. Barometric pressure 1021 MB30.15 in, visibility 10 km6 mi, humidity 62%, inex UV 6. A small chance of showers through late night. Wind winds in 10 to 15 mph.moonrise1: 35 Shower loves or two around the area in the morning, then partially cloudy in the afternoon. SSW winds at
5 to 10 mph. Skies as clear. South southeast wind light becoming southeast of 5 to 10 mph in the morning. Rain chance 50%. Storms climbing at night, then mainly cloudy overnight. Rain chance 30%. Cloudy brown. Barometric Pressure 1011 MB29.85 in, Visibility 10 km6 mi, moisture 46%, inex UV 5. A chance of showers and a small chance of
afternoon storms. Chance of rain 60 percent. Kennedy Space Center, FL TIME DATED: 507 AM Safe 16 Apr 16 2022 (Kennedy Space Center Time) Subnny Saturny Saturny, temperatures as high as 26 ° C79 ° F, low temperature around 21 ° C69 Â ° F, wind off if 21 km / h13 mph. Second Monday, temperatures as tall as 26 ° C78 ° F, low temperature
around 21 ° C71 ° F, rain chance 88%, wind off if 26 km / h16 mph. Chance of precipitation is 50%. Sex-Friday partially cloudy, temperatures as high as 24 ° C74 ° F, low temperature around 22 ° C71 ° F, wind outside the ENE 27 km / h17 mph. Mayy Hoursext 48 Hourly 10 days mainly Sunny82 ° F / 68 ° FWind: 10 mph SSseHumidity: 76% Prec. This
model should only be as a proven scenario. WSW winds changing to NNW at 10 to 15 mph.moonrise10: 13 pmPartly cloudy sky. Probability: 23% of precipitation: 0 "to Ndex UV: 10Today, in Space Center, especially the bright and sunny climate is anticipated. Friday, temperatures as tall as 27 ° C81 ° F, low temperature around 16 ° C60 ° F, wind out
of w 26 km / h16 mph. Low in the upper 50s. Tue Patchy Rain Possible Tuesday, Temperatures as tall as 20 ° C69 ° F, low temperature around 19 ° C65 Â ° F, rain chance 88%, wind out of whether 32 km / H20 mph. Tonight ... partially cloudy. Note that the values of the heat index are evaluated for the wind and the location of the shadow. Low 66F.
Sunshine and some clouds. High 75 ° F Low 64 ° F Wind 20mph N Premium Day: 0% Night: 0% Sunrise 6:54 AM Sun Pan 7:50 PM Summary on the sunny day with a Alto close to 75. Low 67f. Loading Kennedy Space Center, FL FL FL Weather Date for the next 48 hours. Rain chance of 50 percent. Wednesday night ... partially cloudy. Calm wind
becoming south southwest around 5 mph in the morning. Light and variable wind becoming southeast of 5 to 10 mph in the morning. High 78f. The highest temperature will be a warm 82.4 ° C (28 ° C), while the lowest temperature will be a pleasant 68 ° F (20 ° C). Wednesday ... partially sunny with a chance of showers and a small chance of storms.
Low in the mid-1950s. SSE winds at 5 to 10 mph. High in the upper 1970s. A small chance of night showers and storms, then a small chance of showers after midnight. Partly sunny, with a high almost 82. Friday ... partially cloudy with a small chance of showers. Alto 81F. Winds are in 10 to 15 mph.moonrise3: 18 Ama shower or two around the
morning area, then partially cloudy in the afternoon. Wed Sunny Wednesday, temperatures as tall as 23 ° C74 ° F, low temperature around 19 ° C65 ° F, wind outside the ENE 34 km / h21 mph. Partially cloudy, with a low by 66. Winds and 10 to 20 mph.partly cloudy. Northeast of the wind around 15 mph, with bustles as high as 20 mph. We are now
taking advantage of our great data to deliver in IoT's promise. Tue thin rain Possible Tuesday, temperatures as tall as how much Low temperature around 18 ° C65 Â ° F, rain chance 79%, wind out of w 19 km / h12 mph. BaromÃ © Trica 1018 MB30.06 in, visibility 10 km6 mi, moisture 72%. Showers probably through the end of the morning, then the
showers probably and dispersed afternoon storms. Barometric pressure 1011 MB29.85 in, visibility 10 km6 mi, moisture 56%, to the NDBE UV 5. High in the upper 1980s. Alto close to 80F. Winds W at 5 to 10 mph. BaromÃ © Trica 1010 MB29.83 in, Visibility 10 km6 mi, Humidity 67%. Partly cloudy, with a bass around 63. 63.
14/03/2022 · NASA managers gave the OK to roll out the Artemis I rocket to the launch pad at Kennedy Space Center this Thursday for what it hopes is the last steps before a … 17/03/2022 · In this image provided by NASA, NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) rocket with the Orion spacecraft aboard is seen atop a mobile launcher in High Bay 3 of the
Vehicle Assembly Building before rolling out to Launch Complex 39B for the first time, Wednesday, March 16, 2022, at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Fla. Ahead of NASA’s Artemis I flight test, … 17/03/2022 · In this image provided by NASA, NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) rocket with the Orion spacecraft aboard is seen atop
a mobile launcher in High Bay 3 of the Vehicle Assembly Building before rolling out to Launch Complex 39B for the first time, Wednesday, March 16, 2022, at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Fla. Ahead of NASA’s Artemis I flight test, … 14/03/2022 · NASA managers gave the OK to roll out the Artemis I rocket to the launch pad at
Kennedy Space Center this Thursday for what it hopes is the last steps before a …
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